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Be Rich 
Most of us want to make a difference in someone else’s life, but it can be hard to know where 
to start. Be Rich makes it simple to engage to get involved in the kind of redemptive work 
each one of us was made for. 

Getting Started 
1.  What was the most surprising thing that happened to you over the past seven days? 

What About You? 
2.     Has somebody else’s kindness ever made a tangible difference in your life? When? 
3.     Do you ever struggle to transmit your believing into actual doing? What all gets in the  
        way? 
4.     Which parts of Hal’s experience resonated with you? What did you find inspiring?      
        Challenging? 
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Look It Up 
1 Timothy 6:18 
5.       Why should Christians care about the state of the world around them? What biblical  
          and theological reasons are there for serving others? Isn’t Christian faith just about  
          waiting out this life in anticipation of the next? 
6.       What does it tell us about the character of God that He so often identifies with those  
          who are poor or suffering in the stories of scripture? 
7.       Why do you think Paul specifically targets those who are “rich” with this challenge? 

Putting It All Together 
8.       What painful circumstances have you experienced that God might redeem? Where are  
           your experiences inspiring you to serve others? 
9.       Where will you commit to serving during this BeRich season? 
10.     Hal challenged local churches to earn influence in their community with sweat and  
           tears. Where do you see an opportunity for this right now? 
11.     Do you ever find yourself more engaged with anger than compassion when you look at  
           the world? How can you center this challenge in your prayer life over the weeks to  
           come?
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